North

Sardinia

and the most crystal clear Archipelago in the world

un Amico in Sardegna
www.delphinahotels.co.uk

We Galluresi,
5 stars for over a thousand years
Gallura is a splendid area where hospitality has always been from the heart; it is precisely here, on the
edge of the sea that we have created our hotels with the love and respect of those who have a passion
for this land, a form of Nature that is as unique as it is rare.

Our mission:

“Offer authentic Mediterranean hospitality
in unique places”

un Amico in Sardegna
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of La Maddalena Archipelago
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discover
the paradise

Corsica
International Marine Reserve
of the Straits of Bonifacio

Welcoming hotels just in front of the
most fascinating archipelago in the
world. Discover everyday a different
corner of a true paradise with
Delphina’s boats.

National Park
of La Maddalena Archipelago

Valle dell’Erica
Capo d’Orso
Il Mirto
Cala di Lepre

Average temperature chart in °c. in Sardinia
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our ancient traditions...
...the taste of our land and our sea
The consecration of Sardinia for its extraordinary
aesthetic and natural qualities is not recent, it dates from the beginning of human settlement, when
Sardinia was outwardly known as the mythical Atlantis.
Thanks to Delphina Excursions, it is possible to
experience and discover the
charm, culture and traditions
of this millenarian Island.
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Hotel Thalasso & SPA

HHHHH
The Romantic

Situated in the prestigious Cala Capra park overlooking the
bay of the same name, Hotel Capo d’Orso is in a unique and
completely unspoilt corner of Sardinia. It is one of the most
intimate locations on the island, facing the Archipelago of La
Maddalena and the Costa Smeralda. Romantic and exclusive, it
is set amidst wild olive and juniper trees
in a private park, flanked
Resort & SPA
by wonderful coves. The Hotel is marked by its distinctive
charm, understated elegance, flawless service attentive to the
tiniest details and excellent food.
Prestigious thalasso & SPA centre a few metres from the
beach, entertaining 9 holes Pitch & Putt golf course, 4 wooden
jetties standing on the water and an attractive private marina.

N°IT231062

Resort Thalasso & SPA

Hotel Thalasso & SPA

Hotel Relax Thalasso & SPA

Resort
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Resort Thalasso & SPA

HHHHH
The Dream

The Resort Valle dell’Erica, located 12 km from S.
Teresa Gallura surrounded by the two Archipelagos of
La Maddalena and Corsica, can boast a truly unique,
unrepeatable position. The private park overlooks a long
white sandy beach with several small bays that guarantee
Hotel Thalasso & SPA
privacy. The romantic rooms with panoramic verandas,
the warm atmosphere of its thalasso and SPA centre
and the natural scenery, make it a true oasis of relaxation.
The Hotel La Licciola enriches the Resort Valle dell’Erica
with a number of extra options. Its elegant and luxurious
rooms, some with their own private swimming pool, are
the Hotel’s outstanding feature.

N°IT231062

Hotel Relax Thalasso & SPA

Resort
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Hotel Thalasso & SPA

HHHHH
The Wellness

N°IT231062

Hotel Relax Thalasso & SPA
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The Hotel Marinedda is located right in front of one of
the most beautiful sea front panoramas in the whole
of Sardinia and leads down to a gorgeous beach that
stretches along the coast with several small bays for
nature lovers and walking enthusiasts. It is located just
1 km from the picturesque fishing village of Isola Rossa
with its promenade and small port. Smart and stylish,
the hotel is ideally suited for a wellness and relaxation
holiday for singles, couples and families. Overlooking
the Marinedda Bay, it has two fine swimming pools,
a Mini club and an exclusive thalasso & SPA centre
(about 2500 mq) with hydromassage heated pools
entirely dedicated to wellness.
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HHHH
The Sportive

Resort
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The Park Hotel enjoys a panoramic, strategic position,
facing the Costa Smeralda and bordering the National
Park of La Maddalena Archipelago. Located in the
fascinating area of Capo D’Orso on a hillside sloping
down to the sea, immersed in luxuriant Mediterranean
greenery.
Hotel Relax Thalasso & SPA
Small bays and promontories make sure that the colour
of the scenery is ever changing between sea, hills and
rocks sculpted over the years by the wind; a good
example is the “Bear Rock”, just a few steps from the
hotel. Cala di Lepre is the ideal destination for nature
lovers, those passionate about horseback riding, nature
walks and boat excursions, as well as for those looking
for a relaxing and revitalizing vacation enjoying the
wellness centre and sport facilities.
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Hotel Relax Thalasso & SPA

HHHH
The Relaxing
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Situated in Isola Rossa, a nice fishermen’s village
on the Asinara Gulf. It is a romantic hotel, ideal for
a relaxing holiday, in one of the most enchanting
locations on the island, with a small port in red
granite, the Aragonese tower, quaint seafront
promenade and fascinating beaches. The Hotel
Torreruja with its thalasso & SPA centre and its
outdoor hydromassage heated pools is a special
place for an unforgettable vacation.
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Resort & SPA

HHHH
The Happy

Overlooking the Asinara Gulf, in Northern Sardinia, this is
one of the most well-equipped resorts in Sardinia ideal
for every type of holiday. Due to its 5 different hotels it
is suitable for families and young people as well as for
couples and more demanding guests. The resort is set
right in front of a 8 km long white sandy beach, framed
by sand dunes and hills covered by scented junipers,
Mediterranean maquis and vineyards.
The Resort is enriched by the Wellness Centre “Le Sabine
SPA”, 10 restaurants for every taste, 6 swimming pools
and a huge choice of sport and activities.

HOTEL
HOTEL

Hotel
Thalasso
LA DUNA
BIANCA & SPA
LA DUNA
BIANCA
HHHH S
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Hotel Relax Thalasso & SPA
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HOTEL

LE PALME

HOTEL

HOTEL & SPA

LE SABINE HHHH S
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Resort

HHHH
The Dynamic
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Resort Cala di Falco is at the gateway to the Costa
Smeralda, in the charming small town of Cannigione,
with its marina and a number of boutiques and craft
shops. It is one of the most well-known destinations in
Sardinia between the National Park of La Maddalena
Archipelago and the Costa Smeralda. The resort is
suitable for families and couples and boasts a strategic
position. The Delphina Express sails everyday to the
islands of La Maddalena Archipelago and Corsica
and it is just a few minutes from the most renowned
beaches and attractions of the North of Sardinia.
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Resort
Villas
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In the heart of Cannigione, 13 elegant and comfortable
villas with a choice of hotel services and facilities. Close to
the beach, all with high-class local design furnishings for a
pleasant and exclusive vacation.

Hotel RelaxVillas
Thalasso & SPA

The 10 prestigious Torreruja Villas at Isola Rossa, in an
authentic area of the island with its small red granite port,
the Aragonese tower, guarantee independence, privacy
and all the facilities offered by the Hotel Relax Torreruja
Thalasso & SPA. A perfect holiday solution for couples,
groups of friends or families with children.
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The Enchanting
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Residence Il Mirto is located in the verdant, charming park
of Cala Capra, just 4 km from Palau, facing the National Park
of La Maddalena Archipelago and the Costa Smeralda.
Entirely surrounded by greenery abounding in wild olive
and juniper trees, it is a unique, relaxing destination.
The apartments are arranged around a huge sea water
swimming pool leading to the park and the beaches.
For Residence guests there is the possibility of taking
advantage of the private marina at Cala Capra and of
some of the exclusive services at the nearby Hotel Capo
d’Orso Thalasso & SPA, such as the “L’Incantu” Thalasso &
SPA Centre and the Pitch & Putt golf course.
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Hotel Thalasso & SPA

HHHHH
ROOMS
86 rooms between 40 Suites and prestigious President with sea view. All the rooms,
tastefully decorated by well-known architects in typical Sardinian style. In all rooms: air
conditioning, SKY TV, telephone, furnished veranda, minibar, safe, bathroom with shower,
hair dryer. Tea courtesy set available on request.
RESTAURANTS
2 restaurants with excellent cuisine, based on Sardinian products with fine table service
or buffet: “Il Paguro”, with sea view terrace and crustacean tank, in a charming and
welcoming atmosphere; “Gli Olivastri”, with a wonderful terrace flanked by centuries’
old wild olive trees, creating an elegant, romantic atmosphere. A new highlight is the “Ile
Flottante” located on a floating deck right on the sea. For an informal evening pizzeria
“L’Approdo” with wooden fire oven.
Resort Thalasso & SPA
Hotel Thalasso & SPA

BEACH
Two beaches, one of them with sunbeds. We offer nature lovers romantic walks, searching for small bays between juniper and rocks.
SWIMMING POOLS
Seawater pool with a wooden deck, set on a rocky reef just a few steps away from the reception.

Resort Thalasso & SPA

Resort & SPA

CONFERENCE CENTRE
Cala Capra Conference Centre, surrounded by greenery, with a 150-seat circular conference room (380m2). All technical equipment available on request.
SPORT FACILITIES
Golf course Pitch & Putt (PAR 3), 9 holes driving range. Tennis court, diving centre, horse
riding (at 1 Km), sport fishing, sailing school.
THALASSO & SPA CENTRE
Prestigious thalasso & SPA centre with 2 multifunction seawater hydromassage pools at
different temperatures, jacuzzi, 10 modern booths for Thalasso-therapy sessions, massages and beauty treatments; hammam, relaxation area with terrace and sun loungers,
pavillon for outdoor massages.
Hotel Thalasso & SPA
OTHER SERVICES
Resort
Wi-Fi, piano-bar entertainment, outdoor cardio-fitness corner
and&4SPA
wooden jetties set
directly on the sea shore. Private helipad for transfer by helicopter.
Parking lot: Covered parking lot and garage.
International airports: Olbia-Costa Smeralda at 40 km.

Hotel Hotel
RelaxThalasso
Thalasso&&SPA
SPA

HHHHH
ROOMS
271 rooms divided in two Hotels “Erica” and “La Licciola” including Classic, Junior
Suites, Interconnecting Family Suites, luxury President and Imperial Suite. “Giglio” and
“Orchidea” rooms with direct access to the thalasso & SPA centre and the “Exclusive”
area dedicated to guests over 6 years old. All rooms are designed in fine Mediterranean
style, have fully equipped roofed veranda, bathroom with shower and hair dryer, air
conditioning, telephone, SKY TV, safe, mini bar.
RESTAURANTS
7 restaurants (some with show cooking) with a rich and elegant buffet, or with
candlelight table service and terrace with astonishing sea view; “Li Ciusoni” with typical sardinian cuisine, “Li Zini” for exclusive and romantic dinner with fish specialities
right on the beach and “ La Prua”. Furthermore, one for the youngest guests in the
miniclub.
Resort

BEACH
Several small sandy bays and a bigger sandy beach “La Licciola”, equipped with
sunbeds and parasols.
SWIMMING POOLS
Four swimming pools with an amazing view over the archipelago (apart from those at
the thalasso & SPA centre): 3 seawater pools; one in Hotel “Erica” close to the sea with
astonishing view, sunbeds and bar service; one for children only; one in Hotel “La Licciola” with waterfalls and swim-up bar, sunbeds and a stunning view; another one with
fresh water exclusively for guests over 6 years old with a 180° view overlooking the sea.
CONFERENCE CENTRE
450-seat main conference room and 4 small meeting rooms from 25 to 50
people each. All technical equipment available on request.

Resort
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GOLF
Overlooking the sea, immersed in splendid scenery, practice golf lessons 3 holes Par 3.
Free golf school for children up to 13 years old.
THALASSO & SPA CENTRE
Measuring about 1600 m2 with 4 multifunction seawater hydromassage pools at different temperatures; 15 booths for Thalassotherapy sessions, massages and beauty
treatments; hammam, sauna, relaxation area and cardio-fitness room.
OTHER SERVICES
Wi-Fi in the whole Resort and in the room terraces, 5 bars, piano bar. In the main “Piazzetta” of the Resort and in the terrace bar “Va Pensiero”, live music and performances
of different artists. Private helipad for transfer in helicopter.
Hotelto Relax
SPA old
Baby and Mini Club service for kids, from 12 months
9 yearsThalasso
old. From 10&years
to 13 years old free activities like: snorkeling, canoe, five-a-side football, golf school ,
greenvolley, and “Adventure Day”: canoe excursions to discover flora and fauna, with photographic safari and lunch on the beach. Nintendo Wii, Play Station, X Box, all for free. Fully
equipped internal and external area with entertainment for kids, a baby-care room provides
parents with a dedicated space for preparing babies’ meals (open 24 hours a day).
For adults and children, two amazing trekking itineraries to find out and learn about the
Mediterranean maquis: the first one, more inland within the scent of myrtle and junipers
and pink granite; the second one, more external and along the coast to discover the
wonderful small bays of the Resort.
Parking lot: Open parking lot.
International airports: Olbia-Costa Smeralda at 55 km; Alghero Fertilia at 130 km.

Hotel Thalasso & SPA

esort Thalasso & SPA

Resort & SPA

Hotel Thalasso & SPA

HHHHH
ROOMS
195 rooms, including the elegant President Suites, Family Suites as well as exclusives
Executive Elicriso with sea view, equipped with terrace and private thalasso hydromassage, heated seawater mini pool. Tastefully furnished in Mediterranean style with
chestnut beams and local stone facings. All rooms have furnished veranda, bathroom
with shower, hair dryer, air conditioning, telephone, TV, safe, minibar.
RESTAURANTS
3 restaurants. Breakfast: rich and elegant buffet on panoramic terraces around one of the
swimming pools. Lunch and dinner at main restaurant “Petra Ruja” with a charming view
Resort Thalasso
& SPA
over the bay, which offers excellent buffets with regional and Mediterranean
dishes. As
alternatives for dinner, Restaurant “Punta Canneddi” and “Il Tramonto”, (from 6 years of age)
with table service and very romantic atmosphere. Pizzeria “Basaricò” with a wood fired oven
Hotel Relax Thalasso & SPA
and a wide choice of pizza, appetizers, buffet and ice cream.
BEACH
Just 250m from the Hotel swimming pool (300-500 meters from the rooms) lies the dazzling public beach of La Marinedda. Sunbeds and umbrellas available. Paths along the
coast to discover wonderful bays. Windsurfing and diving lessons (external services).

Hotel Thalasso & SPA

SWIMMING POOLS
2 beautiful pools (one with sea-water), both with bar service and sunbeds.
THALASSO & SPA CENTRE
2500 m² entirely devoted to wellness. Half indoor heated seawater hydromassage pool
at a different temperature and small open air hydromassage pools for Thalasso circuits,
cardio-fitness room; hammam and two saunas (for men and women); exclusive booths
for personalized treatments; beauty, slimming, toning, vitality and harmony enhancing
treatments for him and her; relaxation area with a selection of herb teas.
OTHER SERVICES
Hotel Thalasso & SPA
Wi-Fi, 2 bars, piano bar, boat and dinghy rental, land excursions, scooter and car rental,
Mini and Junior club, gym, tennis court and five-a-side football pitch. Possibility of using
the conference center from the Hotel Relax Torreruja Thalasso & SPA—only 800 meters
away, which has a conference room with 150 seats, and a smaller one with 30 seats.
Parking lot: Covered parking lot.
International airports: Olbia-Costa Smeralda at 80 km; Alghero Fertilia at 95 km.

Resort & SPA

HHHH
ROOMS
160 Mediterranean decorated double rooms and Suites with independent
Resort access and on the ground floor. All rooms have: furnished veranda (the suites
also have a back patio), air conditioning, bathroom with shower, hair dryer, TV,
telephone, mini bar and safe.
RESTAURANTS
2 restaurants, ”L’Arcipelago” with assorted buffet service. “Le Terrazze”, with
table service and candlelight romantic ambience. Both enjoying a panoramic
view over the sea.
Hotel Thalasso & SPA
Resort Thalasso & SPA
BEACH
200/600m from the rooms, with beach service. Just a few minutes by car the
most stunning public beaches of Palau and Arzachena.
SWIMMING POOLS
Seawater pool (with pool attendants ) overlooking the bay, a few meters from
Resort
the sea, (nearby another pool for kids) equipped with sunbeds. Poolside snack
bar, toilets and a big covered terrace.

Hotel Relax Thalasso & SPA

CONFERENCE CENTRE
Conference Centre (210 m2) with 220-seat main room (divisible in small meeting rooms). All technical equipment available on request.
SPORT FACILITIES
Beach volley, 2 tennis courts, five-a-side football pitch, archery, horse riding.
Sailing and diving school (external service).
SPA CENTRE
SPA centre with outdoor heated hydromassage pools equipped with sunbeds,
sauna and cardio-fitness room, hammam, relaxation area, gazebo for outdoors
massages, fine booths for massages and beauty treatments.
OTHER SERVICES
Wi-Fi, terrace-bar with live music, amphitheatre with evening entertainment and
shows, for adults and kids. Mini and Junior Club (from 3 to 14 years old). A babycare room provides parents with a dedicated space for preparing babies’ meals
(open 24 hours a day). Shuttle bus service to Palau (3 km).
Parking lot: Open parking lot.
International airports: Olbia-Costa Smeralda at 39 km.

Hotel Relax Thalasso & SPA

HHHH
ROOMS
124 rooms divided into Standard, Deluxe and Suites along with Master Suites,
Junior Suites, the exclusive Junior Suites Executive and Presidential Suites with
stunning sea view. All rooms are furnished in typical Mediterranean style with
air conditioning, TV, telephone, furnished veranda, minibar, safe, bathroom with
shower, hair dryer.
VILLAS
10 villas with sea view. Elegant and comfortable villas with designer quality
furniture for exclusive holidays (self-catering). During the opening period of the
hotel, guests can benefit from some of the hotel services.
RESTAURANTS
2 restaurants: ‘‘Tramonto Rosso’’ with buffet service and ‘‘Sotto Le Stelle’’in a
romantic setting with exclusive table service.
ResortBEACH
2 beaches: Isola Rossa beach (200m) and Marinedda beach (800m), both with
beach service. In front of the hotel, small red rock coves with equipped wooden
jetties with mattresses and parasols.
SWIMMING POOLS
Stunning seawater swimming pool with sunbeds and bar service, some with
parasols.

CONFERENCE CENTRE
Conference Centre with a 150-seat main room (230 m2) and a small 30-seat
meeting room (40 m2). All technical equipment available on request.
SPORT FACILITIES
Diving centre. Tennis courts and five-a-side football pitch rental at just 150m
(external service).
THALASSO & SPA CENTRE
Thalasso & SPA Centre ‘‘Venere’’ with sauna, heated seawater hydromassage
pools, hammam, various types of massages, cardio-fitness room, booths for
thalasso and beauty treatments, relaxation area and herbal tea service.
OTHER SERVICES
Wi-Fi, babysitting on payment. Piano bar with live music and evening shows.
Wooden jetties with mats and parasols near the reef. Boats and land excursions.
Parking lot: Covered parking lot.
International airports: Olbia-Costa Smeralda at 80 km; Alghero Fertilia at 95 km.
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Hotel Thalasso & SPA

Resort Thalasso & SPA

el Thalasso & SPA

Resort & SPA

HHHH

ROOMS
496 rooms spread throughout 5 hotels: “I Ginepri”- “Le Palme”- “Le Rocce”- “La Duna
Bianca” - “Le Sabine”, arranged on the ground and first floor, all immersed in luxuriant
Mediterranean vegetation. All rooms in the resort have a furnished veranda, bathroom
with shower and hair dryer, air conditioning, safe, TV, telephone and minibar.
RESTAURANTS
10 restaurants to satisfy all tastes and needs (international cuisine, fish specialities, typical
Sardinian cuisine, home made pasta and spaghetti, pizzeria...) with buffet or table service:
halasso & SPA
“Nautilus”, “Pomodoro”, “Scorfano”, “Carrimbanca” “Alla Spiaggia”, “Romantico”, “Il LecResort & SPA
cio”, “Il Fico D’India”, “Li Junchi” and “Peter Pan “ for the little guests.
BEACH
8 km white sandy beach, with a reserved area and beach
service
for hotel &clients.
Hotel
Thalasso
SPA
esort Thalasso & SPA
SWIMMING POOLS
6 outdoor swimming pools, four of them are large and equipped with sunloungers, bar
service and pool attendant. Two pools are reserved for kids.
SPA CENTRE
Hidden in the sand dunes, the wellness Centre “Le Sabine SPA” with outdoor pools
(Jacuzzi - Whirlpool jets - hydro massage), elegant cabins for beauty and wellness
treatments and for massages, cardio-fitness room, hammam, indoor and by the pool
relaxation area.

CONFERENCE CENTRE
450-seat multifunctional conference room (354 m2 and covered terrace), divisible into up
to 5 halls. All technical equipment available on request.
SPORT FACILITIES
Beach volley, basketball court, five-a-side football pitch, 4 tennis courts, archery, riding
in the nearby, diving center and dance school.
CHILDREN FACILITIES
Fantasy Village, a kids’ heaven, with equipped playground area and swimming pool surrounded by luxuriant vegetation, sand dunes and junipers. “Duneland” Castle for smaller
kids, with creative workshops, play area, film screening area, padded area, “Peter Pan”
Relax
Thalasso
& provides
SPA
restaurant, relaxation room “Pisolo” Hotel
with cots.
A baby-care
room
parents with
a dedicated space for preparing babies’ meals (open 24 hours a day). Resort “Biological
Garden” to learn by playing and Resort “Aviary” to observe the various birds species.
OTHER SERVICES
Wi-Fi, 6 bars, Amphitheatre for evening entertainments, “Piazzetta” with ‘Dune Point’,
providing info on all activities and scheduled events, boutiques, tourist office providing
info on excursions and car, scooter, boat rental etc. Baby, Mini, Junior and Teen Club
(Happy hours, dinner and special evenings in a nice atmosphere, music and many sport
activities). Customer Service. Shuttle service from/to Badesi.
Parking lot: Open parking lot.

International airports: Olbia-Costa Smeralda at 80 km; Alghero Fertilia at 90 km.

Hotel Thalasso & SPA

rt Thalasso & SPA

Hotel Relax
Thalasso & SPA
Resort

HHHH

Resort

HOTEL
104 rooms: Standard, Suites, Junior Suites and Senior Suites, either on the
ground or on the first floor. All rooms have: furnished veranda, bathroom with
shower and hair dryer, air conditioning, safe, TV, telephone, minibar.
RESIDENCE
Each apartment, with one or two rooms, has an independent entrance. In Mediterranean style, they are located in a quiet location called “La Rotonda”. The
apartments are built around the second pool and have furnished veranda, bathroom with shower, air conditioning, safe, TV,Hotel
hairdryer,
Relaxtelephone,
Thalassorefrigerator.
& SPA
VILLAS
13 elegant and comfortable villas all with high-class designer furnishings offering a pleasant, exclusive vacation. Some Hotel facilities available.
RESTAURANTS
2 restaurants: “La Poiana” with outdoor verandas, buffet service;
“La Terrazza” barbecue restaurant with table service and panoramic sea view.

BEACH
Public beach with a reserved area for hotel guests, equipped with parasols and
sunbeds. Shuttle service to the public beach of “Mannena”.
SWIMMING POOLS
Three pools, the largest with parasols and sunbeds (only for hotels guests), one
for children, and the third, the smaller one, with deckchairs (only for the guests
of “La Rotonda”).
SPORT FACILITIES
Beach volley, tennis court, diving and sailing lessons nearby, horse riding (at the
Park Hotel & SPA Cala di Lepre 12 km away).
OTHER SERVICES
Wi-Fi, amphitheater for shows, evening entertainment, baby and miniclub from
18 months to 13 years, with children’s playground area, a baby-care room provides parents with a dedicated space for preparing babies’ meals (open 24 hours
a day), dinghy rental at nearby partner outlets, other land-excursions. Piano-bar
terrace.
Parking lot: Open parking lot.
International airports: Olbia-Costa Smeralda at 30 km.

APARTMENTS
60 apartments, with one-two-three rooms all with independent entrance, furnished
veranda, air conditioning, bathroom with shower and hair dryer, TV, safe, microwave,
toaster and kettle.
RESTAURANTS
At the restaurant à la carte “Il Paguro”, in front of the sea, lunch or candlelight table service dinner, grill on sight, crustacean and shellfish tank. Alternatively for lunch, a snack
bar with sandwiches and ice cream only a few meters away from the beach. For dinner
“L’Approdo”, pizzeria with wooden fire oven.

SWIMMING POOLS
Sea water pool with sunbeds and pool assistant.
SPORT FACILITIES
At the nearby Hotel Capo d’Orso, Golf course “Pitch & Putt” (PAR 3), 9 holes driving
range, thalasso & SPA centre. Tennis court, diving centre. Horse riding (1 km away). For
adults and children sports and recreational activities at Park Hotel & SPA Cala di Lepre
(1 km away).
OTHER SERVICES
Conference Center.
Parking lot: Open parking lot.
International airports: Olbia-Costa Smeralda at 40 km.

Resort

BEACH
200m from the swimming pool 2 beaches, one in front of the residence, (with sunbeds)
and another one wild and unspoilt, just a few minutes walking.
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For all Delphina properties pets not allowed

Delphina’s Experience

Land Excursions
Land
Excursions

Thalasso & SPA

Sea Excursions

Wedding

Sport Fishing Charter

Mice

Pleasure Charter
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